Thursday, October 25
3:00 P.M. Technique Pictures—Faculty and Alumni Room.
3:00 P.M. Institute Committee—Litchfield Lounge.
3:00 P.M. E.C.A. Cabinet—T.G.A. Office.
4:15 P.M. Book Preview—Brige Field.
4:00 P.M. Foreign Students Dance—Mona Hall.

Saturday, October 28
1:50 P.M. Chess Club Meeting—East Lounge.
2:40 P.M. Radio Club—Brige Field.
4:00 P.M. Technique Pictures—East Lounge.
4:15 P.M. Boston Hematology Society—Pritchett Hall.
4:00 P.M. Foreign Students Dance—Mona Hall.

Sunday, October 27
4:50 P.M. Technique Pictures—Faculty Room.

Monday, October 28
4:00 P.M. A.D. Club—Litchfield Lounge.
4:00 P.M. Institute of Aeronautical Science—Rooms 330-331.

Debating Society Gets Radio Time For Its Debates
Colonial Network
Grants Use Of Air For Its Debates

On Monday afternoon, the Colonial Network will broadcast their first debate of the year, with Hereford versus Tracy. During the course of the debate, the audience will be free to vote their preferences for the winning team by telephoning the numbers given. The debate will be conducted in a manner similar to that of former years, with only a few new touches of novelty.

In preparation for this broadcast, five videotapes were made of previous debates, each tape containing a four-minute segment of the debate, with only the time and team of the speaker being shown. The tape containing the debate will be stopped at regular intervals, and those present can thus call in their preferences.

In addition to the debate on the radio, the students in the debate classes will also be able to see the broadcast on their television sets. The debate will be relayed from the Colonial Network Station WAAB of the Colonial Broadcasting Corporation. The debate will be made possible by the cooperation of the Network and the Colonial Broadcasting Corporation.

The debate will be broadcast from 1:50 to 3:00 P.M., and those present are invited to call in their preferences by telephoning the numbers given for each team. The debate will also be relayed on the Colonial Network Station WAAB of the Colonial Broadcasting Corporation.
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